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romila and aizaz are childhood friends.
they were even more close friends in

college when romi was a nursing student.
she took a liking to drishti, who was in the
course of getting her ph.d. romi has many
friends. the majority of these are married.
aizaz is in a relationship with drishti, but
the relationship is not going as well as
romi wants. aizaz is frustrated by it. he

gets a chance to meet radhika, and romi
and aizaz fall in love with her. in the

process, they are all pulled back. aizaz
leaves radhika. both romi and aizaz try to

make amends and get back together.
q&a: how did you go about your role in
divya drishti? i am a doctor and i have
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always been fascinated by the medical
aspects. so i thought of becoming a

doctor and becoming an actor. i wanted
to be a part of the show, which is why i

auditioned. i did not want to get into any
other field like fashion. i did not want to
make a career in tv. i did not want to do

anything other than acting. i was not
looking for any other role. i wanted to be
a part of the show. q&a: how did you get
on the sets of divya drishti? i auditioned
for it and got selected. i am a doctor as
well, so i was qualified to play the role.
then a new character was added in the

show and i was selected for that
character too. i was nervous when i was
auditioning. i had never acted before. i

was nervous when i was on the sets. i was
told that i should not be nervous. i should
just try my best and play my role well. the

boy's attitude was too much for divya's
mom. she calls him 'aesthetics'. she says
that rakshit was the only one who thought
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divya was beautiful. rakshit tells divya
that he will fix the problem. he asks divya
to marry him and she agrees to it. divya's
mom says that they will have to go to the

temple. divya's mom asks her why did
she go to the temple and not her. she
says that rakshit is going to start to do
good things in her life. divya says that

they will have to get divya's consent. she
asks divya if she wants to marry rakshit.

divya's mom says that rakshit will get
divya a very rich man and she wants

divya to be happy. as divya is
contemplating it, rakshit calls her. he

says that he needs some information and
is about to tell divya that he has arranged
her a match with a rich man. but, rakshit

gets interrupted by divya's mom. she
asks divya to marry rakshit. divya says

that if rakshit wants to marry her, she will
marry him. rakshit tells divya that he

wants to talk to her mom. divya's mom
goes away and divya says that rakshit
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wants to talk to her mom. rakshit tells
divya that he wants to talk to divya's

mom. but, divya's mom interrupts. she
says that rakshit wants to talk to divya.
divya's mom calls her and divya leaves.

as rakshit talks to divya's mom, he
notices that divya has come there. he

asks divya's mom why she wanted to talk
to her daughter. divya's mom says that

rakshit wants to talk to her. she also says
that rakshit wanted to talk to divya about

his alliance with her.
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i was talking to a friend and a neighbour
today and she told me about the apple of
our eyes, divya drishti. this beautiful girl
is young and does not have any relation

with the pto. she took the interest of
hearing all about divya drishti and that is
how i found this amazing subject. divya

drishti is a hot avatar of our times. she is
the most prominent bollywood actress

who is not only hot and sexy but also tries
to give life to her fans. divya drishti has

made her place in the bollywood industry.
this bollywood actress divya drishti is

currently playing a very important role in
the movie ‘divya drishti professional 4 0
with key full rapidshare’. it is a romantic
movie with a great story. also read - 'yeh
meri life hai' actress rhea sharma's first

look from upcoming romantic movie
'divya drishti professional 4 0 with key full
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rapidshare' it is not very easy to
understand why is divya drishti getting

such a huge response even after a gap of
two years. it is like being a part of the

project after a long time. we are happy to
get back to our fans with a great movie

like divya drishti professional 4 0 with key
full rapidshare. i would like to thank the

stars of bollywood for bringing us this hot
divya drishti again. divya drishti

professional 4 0 with key full rapidshare is
a romantic movie with a good storyline.

as in case of many other hollywood
actresses, divya drishti professional 4 0
with key full rapidshare is not known for

her work in tv series. but, her
performance in hindi movies is so good
that people have been screaming her

name on streets. the girl is getting a lot of
love and appreciation for her work on-

screen. even though she is not doing tv
series, she has started shooting for a few

bollywood movies. so, we are going to
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hear her name for the first time in the
movie ‘divya drishti professional 4 0 with

key full rapidshare’. 5ec8ef588b
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